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In this study, a sub-grid scale (SGS) dispersion model is developed for simulating turbulent spray flames. 

This model employs a regularized deconvolution method (RDM) to determine the sub-grid fluctuations 

from the filtered velocity field. The model is examined in simulations of a turbulent counterflow n- 

dodecane spray flame, and benchmarked against a simplified Langevin model (SLM) and simulations 

without dispersion closure (NOM). To identify conditions that characterize the importance of the spray- 

flame coupling, a regime diagram is constructed from physical arguments and theoretical analysis by 

considering idealized conditions. Based on the proposed criteria, a range of operating conditions is con- 

sidered, involving different Stokes- and Reynolds numbers as well as inert and reacting conditions. A 

priori DNS analyses are performed to compare the probability density functions (PDFs) of slip veloci- 

ties. Significant discrepancies between models are observed for smaller Stokes numbers. Subsequently, 

large eddy simulations (LES) are performed and effects of mesh resolution on statistical flow-field quan- 

tities are investigated. Qualitative and quantitative differences are observed for coarse-grid simulations 

with larger droplets, where a double-flame structure is predicted by DNS and LES-RDM, whereas a single 

flame is predicted by LES-NOM and LES-SLM. For the finer grid, all three LES models predict the double- 

flame structure. Turbulence modulation by the spray is expected to play a role in creating different flame 

topologies, and the RDM-based SGS-closure model is shown to provide improved predictions for the dis- 

persed and carrier phases for a wider range of grid resolution. 

© 2019 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Industrial processes often involve turbulent multiphase flows,

s seen in internal and aeronautical combustion engines, fluidized

ed reactors, pulverized coal combustion, and solid particles in so-

ar receivers. Turbulent dispersion of droplets and particles can be

onsidered as a manifestation of the turbulence-scalar interactions

hat are present in such flows, among other mechanisms such as

urbulence-chemistry and turbulence-radiation interactions. Simi- 

ar to closure problems frequently encountered in turbulent com-

ustion systems, sub-grid interactions between turbulence, droplet

ispersion, evaporation, and heat transfer processes require consid-

ration, in the context of Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)

imulations and large eddy simulations (LES) [1] . Closure models

or turbulence dispersion can determine the location and evapora-

ion rates of droplets and, subsequently, influence the mixing, ig-

ition and combustion processes. 
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The dispersion of droplets and particles due to turbulence

s usually modeled using stochastic models in the context of

n Eulerian–Lagrangian formulation. For various turbulent disper-

ion models, the time history of the carrier fluid velocity expe-

ienced by the dispersed phase requires specification. Over the

ast decades, significant progress has been made on the devel-

pment of sub-grid turbulence dispersion models [1–11] . Studies

ere performed for droplets in homogeneous isotropic turbulent

on-reacting flows [12] . Two approaches were proposed to approx-

mate the instantaneous carrier fluid velocity field. One approach is

 random walk model, in which the instantaneous velocity is rep-

esented as the sum of the local mean (or LES-filtered) velocity

btained from the carrier phase and a random fluctuating veloc-

ty, generated from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a

ariance related to the turbulent velocity scale. This approach has

een widely employed in spray simulations in the RANS context.

hen used in LES, it has been shown that particle statistics ob-

ained using the random walk model are quite similar to those ob-

ained without any dispersion models [12] . 

Another approach is to employ a Lagrangian stochastic differen-

ial equation (SDE) to compute the instantaneous “seen” velocity
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2019.05.032
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directly. This approach usually relies on the assumption of certain

stochastic diffusion processes [1,13–15] . The SDE-based dispersion

models were found to behave better than the random walk models

in inhomogeneous flows [13] in RANS, and they also consistently

perform better in a-priori LES evaluation, in predicting the particle

kinetic energy and invariance with different filter sizes [12] . With

respect to LES applications, deconvolution based models have been

proposed in the literature [9,12] . There, the approximate deconvo-

lution method is used to improve the prediction near the cutoff

scale, thereby recovering more kinetic energy of the subgrid level. 

Adapting the models to inhomogeneous reacting environments

requires further study. Practical devices, such as aeronautical com-

bustors, are almost never homogeneous or isotropic. With the

compact design of modern combustors, spray droplets have greater

probability to interact with flames, as demonstrated by existing

device-scale simulations [16] . It is unclear how existing turbulent

dispersion models extend to inhomogeneous and anisotropic flows

with density variations. More importantly, it is also unclear how

the presence of flames affects the performance of different mod-

els that were derived for homogeneous and isotropic non-reacting

flows. Therefore, the objective of this work is to study the influence

of various thermophysical environments on the droplet dynamics

and to assess the performance of turbulence dispersion models. To

this end, DNS and LES are employed to examine the performance

of sub-grid dispersion models in the presence of combustion. Anal-

ysis of DNS-data enables the decoupling of various modeling as-

pects, thereby facilitating the direct assessment of the impact of

individual sub-models. 

The configuration under investigation is a three-dimensional

monodispersed turbulent counterflow spray flame, where bifurcat-

ing flame behavior was reported for different droplet diameters

[17] . Two models are examined, including a stochastic closure and

a deconvolution closure that is developed in this study. The mod-

eling results are subsequently compared against results obtained

from LES calculations that are performed without a dispersion

model. In this study, we limit the model development and discus-

sions to conditions where droplet-droplet interactions are negligi-

ble, the point-particle assumption is adequate and isolated droplet

combustion is neglected [18] . An Eulerian–Lagrangian framework

is adopted to describe the two-phase flow. It should be noted that

the models developed in this study are also applicable to solid par-

ticles under the same assumptions. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The mod-

eling framework and governing equations for carrier and dispersed

phases are introduced in Section 2 , including details of the sub-

grid dispersion models. A theoretical analysis is then developed in

Section 3 to identify conditions under which flame-droplet inter-

actions become significant, providing a physical foundation for the

selection of the test cases. In Section 4 , the flame configuration un-

der consideration is detailed, and the computational setup is dis-

cussed. Section 5 first quantifies the numerical conditions that re-

quire the consideration of sub-grid turbulent dispersion effects. A

posteriori simulations are then conducted to examine the perfor-

mances of various submodels in accounting for the dynamic in-

teractions between turbulence, heat transfer, and mass exchange.

Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are offered in

Section 6 . 

2. Governing equations and model formulation 

2.1. Governing equations for the gas phase 

In the present work, an Eulerian–Lagrangian framework is

adopted for simulating turbulent spray combustion. Two-way cou-

pling is considered and droplet-droplet interactions are neglected

because of the low mass-loading ratio considered as shown
n Section 4 . In the present work, a low-Mach-number formula-

ion is adopted, in which density and thermo-chemical states are

valuated from a combustion model. The governing equations de-

cribing the conservation of mass and momentum in the gas phase

ake the following form [19] : 

 t ρ + ∇ · ( ρ˜ u ) = −〈 d t ( m d ) 〉 , (1a)

 t ( ρ˜ u ) + ∇ · ( ρ˜ u � ˜ u ) = −∇P + ∇ · ( τ + τt ) − 〈 d t ( m d u d ) 〉 , (1b)

here u and u d are the velocity vectors for the carrier phase and

ispersed phase, respectively, P is the hydrodynamic pressure, and

 d is the droplet mass; τ is the filtered viscous stress tensor and

t is the sub-grid scale stress tensor that is modeled by a dy-

amic Smagorinsky procedure [20] . 〈 φ〉 = (1 /V cell ) 
∑ V cell 

i =1 
φi denotes

he volume average of φ over each computational cell. 

To examine the effect of spray dispersion model on combus-

ion, we consider a flamelet-progress variable (FPV) combustion

odel to represent the gas-phase combustion [21] . In this model,

ransport equations for mixture fraction Z and progress variable C

22] are solved in conjunction with Eq. (1) . The turbulence-flame

nteraction for the FPV model is represented by a presumed prob-

bility density function (PDF) model, in which the reaction source

erm for C is computed as 

˜ ˙  C = 

∫ ∫ 
˙ ω C (Z, C) P (C| Z) ̃  P (Z) dZdC. (2)

n Eq. (2) , P ( C | Z ) is the PDF of the progress variable conditioned on

he mixture fraction, which is modeled by a δ-PDF. ˜ P (Z) is the PDF

f the mixture fraction that is modeled by a β-PDF to account for

ub-grid scale fluctuations in turbulent flows. The closure of ˜ P (Z)

equires knowledge of the mixture fraction variance, ˜ Z ′′ 2 , which is

btained from a transport equation. With this, the transport equa-

ions required by the FPV approach are given as follows: 

 t 

(
ρ˜ Z 

)
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ˜ u ̃

 Z 
)

= −∇ ·
(

j Z + j Z,t 

)
− 〈 ˙ m d 〉 , (3a)

 t 

(
ρ˜ C 

)
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ˜ u ̃

 C 
)

= −∇ ·
(

j C + j C,t 

)
+ ρ˜ ˙ ω C , (3b)

 t 

(
ρ˜ Z ′′ 2 

)
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ˜ u ̃

 Z ′′ 2 
)

= −∇ ·
(

j ˜ Z ′′ 2 + j ˜ Z ′′ 2 ,t 
)

+ ρ ˜ q Z ′′ 2 + S ˜ Z ′′ 2 , (3c)

here ˜ q Z ′′ 2 is the production term [23] , and S ˜ Z ′′ 2 = 〈 ˙ m d 〉 (1 −
 ̃

 Z )( ̃  Z ′′ 2 / ̃  Z ) is the source term arising from the droplet evaporation.

he chemical source term and thermochemical transport proper-

ies are tabulated and parameterized by ˜ Z , ˜ C , and 

˜ Z ′′ 2 . The last

erms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) , (3a) and (3c) account for

he momentum and mass transfer from the dispersed phase to the

arrier phase, the details of which will be discussed in Section 2.2 .

To describe the reaction chemistry of n-dodecane, a 24-species

educed mechanism [17] is employed. The FPV chemistry table

s constructed from one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flame

imulations traversing the S-shape curve. In this approach, the liq-

id fuel is assumed to be pre-vaporized, and evaporation is con-

idered by reducing the temperature of the fuel stream by an

mount that corresponds to the latent heat of evaporation in the

ne-dimensional flamelet computations. It should be noted that

he FPV model has limitation in capturing all salient features of

pray combustion, and models of higher fidelity are needed if ro-

ust prediction of spray flames is required [24–28] . In this study,

e use this simplified approach since this work is primarily con-

erned with the analysis of different sub-grid dispersion models. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the LES grid of size 	 and the sub-grid mesh of size 	
 . 
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.2. Governing equations for the dispersed phase 

The dispersed phase is modeled with a Lagrangian approach us-

ng the following equations [29] : 

dm d 

dt 
= − Sh g m d 

3 Sc g τp 
ln (1 + B m 

) , (4a) 

d u d 

dt 
= 

f 1 
τp 

( u 

+ − u d ) , (4b) 

dT d 
dt 

= 

f 2 
τp 

Nu g c p,m 

3 P r g c l 
(T + − T d ) + 

L v 

m d c l 

dm d 

dt 
, (4c) 

here B m 

= (Y f,S − Y f, v ) / (1 − Y f,S ) is the Spalding mass transfer

umber of the fuel, c p,m 

= (1 − Y v ) c p,g + Y v c p, v is the heat capac-

ty of the gas mixture, c l is the heat capacity of the droplet, τ p is

he particle relaxation time, and u 

+ and T + are the carrier-phase

elocity and temperature seen by the droplets, respectively. f 1 and

 2 are the correction functions [29] that account for the drag force

nd the convective heat transfer, respectively. An equilibrium evap-

ration model is used, where Sh g = 2 + 0 . 6 Re 1 / 2 
d 

Sc 1 / 3 g and Sc g de-

ote the Sherwood and Schmidt numbers [30] , respectively, and

e d is the slip Reynolds number. The latent heat is represented by

 v . Nu g and Pr g are the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers, respectively.

n these expressions, subscripts g, d , and v denote the gas-phase,

ispersed phase, and vapor phase, respectively, and the subscript S

efers to conditions at the droplet surface. The source terms in the

arrier-phase equations arising from the droplet dynamics are eval-

ated using a particle-source-in-cell method [31] . In the present

tudy, one droplet per parcel is specified. Therefore, each individ-

al droplet is tracked and accounted for through Eq. (4) . 

If the turbulent flow field of the carrier phase is fully resolved,

 

+ and T + in Eqs. (4b) and (4c) are essentially the instantaneous

elocity and temperature fields, interpolated to the droplet loca-

ion. However, for LES or RANS, the interpolation of the grid ve-

ocity does not provide the instantaneous flow field that is seen

y the dispersed phase. Therefore, modeling is required to ac-

ount for the influence of sub-grid velocity fluctuations in the

rag model (i.e., termed turbulent dispersion models) and in the

eat transfer models. Details of the sub-grid dispersion closures

re discussed next, including a deconvolution model that is ap-

licable to both velocity and scalars, and a stochastic dispersion

odel. 

.3. Regularized deconvolution model for sub-grid dispersion 

The regularized deconvolution method is formulated here to

odel the velocity u 

+ and T + in Eqs. (4b) and (4c) [32] . This

ethod reconstructs the sub-grid fluctuations of the flow field,

ence can capture the interactions between droplets and flow

tructures that are smaller than the mesh size. 

In LES, the filter operation is imposed implicitly by the dis-

retization scheme, and 

˜ φ is the variable solved from the governing

quations. In the present study, the 1-D filter operation as speci-

ed in Eq. (5) is performed sequentially for each direction. On a

tructured mesh in each direction, the filter G takes the form of

 top-hat filter with the filter width 	i being the grid spacing at

ode i : 

 (x, x i ;	i ) = 

{
1 / 	i , if | x − x i | ≤ 	i / 2 ;
0 , otherwise . 

(5)

o represent sub-grid structures, a sub-grid mesh of size N 


 with

rid spacing 	
 is introduced where additional data points are

dded between grid points in the primary LES mesh of size N .

his is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Define the stencil for node i as S =
i 
 x || x − x i | ≤ 	i / 2 } . With this definition, there are no overlaps be-

ween S i and its neighboring stencils. Specifically, node i requires

nformation from their immediate neighboring cells only, by the

efinition of the filter. This provides the advantage that, in the

ontext of multiprocessor computing, no additional communication

ost is incurred in the reconstruction process. Information from the

host cells that is available from boundary condition communica-

ions is sufficient to perform the reconstruction. The solution field

s interpolated onto the sub-grid mesh, using a spline interpola-

ion due to its capability of employing different boundary condi-

ions. With this, RDM is formulated as a constrained optimization

roblem that takes the form: 

−

 = arg min 

C = φ−

 = ̃  φ

−
, 

φ−≤φ
−


 ≤φ+ 

(
‖ P = ̃

 φ
−

− G = 
φ
−


 ‖ 2 + α‖ D = 
φ
−


 ‖ 2 

)
, (6) 

here φ and the filter kernels are represented in discrete forms,

nd φ
−

is a vector constructed from φ along each direction on

he structured mesh. Note that RDM is performed on the sub-

rid mesh, as indicated by the blue crosses in Fig. 1 . In Eq. (6) ,

 

 

∈ R 

(N 
 ×N) is the interpolation matrix that projects the LES solu-

ion from the computational grid of size N to the sub-grid mesh

f size N 


 , G = 
∈ R 

(N 
 ×N 
 ) is the discrete filter kernel, D = 
∈ R 

(N 
 ×N 
 ) is

 matrix constructed for the second order derivative using a fi-

ite difference discretization, C = 
∈ R 

(N ×N 
 ) is the mean-preserving

onstraint matrix, and α is the regularization factor that is esti-

ated as α = tr ( G = 
T G = 

) / tr ( I = 
) [33] . The first argument in the ob-

ective function in Eq. (6) is the L 2 -norm of the error between

he explicitly filtered deconvolved quantity and the LES solution

hat is projected onto the sub-grid mesh. Minimization of this L 2 -

orm provides a reconstruction of the sub-grid scale structures of

. The second argument in the objective function regularizes the

moothness of the deconvolved scalar field. With this, the differ-

ntiation of the deconvolved quantities is well defined. The con-

traints in Eq. (6) ensure the conservation and boundedness of the

econvolved solution. The conservation is enforced at each stencil

hrough the equality constraint, so that the volume average of the

econvolved solution in a stencil equals the filtered variable at the

ES node in that stencil. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the mean of φ
 ( x )

or x ∈ S i equals ˜ φi , which is 

˜ 

i = 

1 

V i 

∫ 
V i 

φ
 dV = 

∑ 

x j ∈S i 
w ( x j ) φ


 
j = C i = 

φ
−


 
, (7)

here C i = 
is the i th row of C = 

, which is constructed from the weight

oefficients w ( x j ) for each stencil. With this condition, the quantity

f interest at each node i is conserved locally. For an equidistant
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grid, w ( x j ) = 1 / |S i | , where |S i | is the number of nodes in stencil

S i . 
The inequality constraints ensure the boundedness of species

and temperature, which is not relevant for reconstructing the ve-

locity as there are no physical bounds that are pertinent. Solving

Eq. (6) using the Lagrange multiplier method without the inequal-

ity constraints provides a deconvolution solution φ
 
0 

in the follow-

ing form: 

φ
−


 
0 = Q 

= ̃
 φ

−
, (8)

where Q 

= 
∈ R 

(n 
 ×n ) is the first n 
 rows of the solution matrix Q 

= 0 
to

Eq. (6) , taking the following form: 

Q 

= 
0 = 

[ 

G = 
T 
G = 

+ αD = 
T 
D = C = 

T 

C = 0 = 

] −1 [ 

G = 
T 
P = 

I = 

] 

. (9)

For sub-grid dispersion models, φ
−


 
0 is employed to model the

i th component of the “seen” velocity u 


 at droplet location x d , i.e.,

u 

+ 
i 
( x d ) = u 


 
0 ,i ( x d ) . (10)

It should be noted that the information beyond the cutoff scale is

only partially recovered by the above deconvolution procedure. To

consider the remaining scales, the fluctuation of the reconstructed

field can be rescaled by the variance of the variable that is com-

puted from a well-established physical model [34] . A detailed de-

scription of this scale-similarity based RDM model is provided in

[35] , and it is applied to the reconstruction of scalars such as tem-

perature T + . To ensure a direct comparison among models, in the

following RDM is only applied to the modeling of dispersion in

momentum, hence the scale-similarity model is not employed for

results shown subsequently. 

2.4. Other models for sub-grid dispersion 

When no dispersion model is applied, the “seen” velocity is ob-

tained by interpolating the gas-phase velocity ˜ u to each particle

location, using a second-order interpolation scheme. The sub-grid

gas-phase fluctuation is neglected, which is a reasonable approx-

imation when the LES is well-resolved or when St K is sufficiently

large. However, for variable Stokes numbers that are ubiquitously

encountered in spray flames, such conditions cannot always be en-

sured. 

Stochastic models have traditionally been employed in RANS

simulations of spray combustion, and this class of closure mod-

els is another popular option in LES [1,4–7] . Compared to the

pure random walk models, Langevin-based stochastic models were

shown to better recover the turbulence statistics in the small

Stokes limit [13] . Stochastic fluctuations are added to the interpo-

lated filtered velocity component to account for the sub-grid fluc-

tuation, taking the following form: 

u 

+ ( x d ) = ̃

 u ( x d ) + u 

′′ 
d ( x d ) , (11)

where the component of the fluctuating sub-grid velocity vector

u 

′′ 
d 

is obtained as [4] 

u 

′′ 
d ( x d + u d 	t , t + 	t ) − u 

′′ 
d ( x d , t ) 

= 

[
−u 

′′ 
d · ∇ ̃

 u ( x d , t) + ∇ · ( τt / ρ) + G · u 

′′ 
d ( x d , t) 

]
	t + H	W . (12)

The simplest closure for the second-order tensor G is obtained

through a simplified Langevin approach assuming isotropic turbu-

lence, i.e., G = − 1 
δτ

I where I is the identity matrix. The sub-grid

characteristic time scale δτ can be modeled as [4] 
τ = 

(
1 

2 

+ 

3 C 0 
4 

)−1 δk 

δε 
, (13)

here the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate

k and δε can be approximated from the filtered velocity field in

he framework of the Smagorinsky model [4] as 

k = 2 C Y 	
2 | S| 2 , (14a)

ε = C S 	
2 | S| 3 . (14b)

The Smagorinsky constant C S and the Yoshizawa constant C Y 
re taken to be 2.2 ×10 −2 and 1.1 ×10 −2 , respectively, following the

uggestion in [4] ; 	 is the cut-off scale, and | S| = 

√ 

2 S i j S i j is the

odulus of the filtered strain tensor calculated as 

 = 

1 

2 

(∇ ̃  u + ∇ ̃  u 

T 
)
. (15)

he Kolmogorov constant C 0 is conventionally taken to be 2.1;

owever, for the low Reynolds number flows we are considering,

 somewhat lower value of 1.26 is used [4] . A parametric study

s performed by using various values of C 0 including 2.1, 1.26 and

.6 with a 32 × 48 × 32 grid, and results are provided as Supple-

entary Material. No discernible differences were observed for dif-

erent coefficients, hence the value of 1.26 is employed for the

ubsequent comparison. The insensitivity of SLM to the model pa-

ameter C 0 is partly attributed to the relatively coarse mesh that

s employed, where the cut-off scale is in the middle of the inertia

ange and close to the integral scale. Turbulence in the counter-

ow configuration is anisotropic [36] . With the inherent isotropic

ssumption, SLM is expected to only incompletely capture the

nisotropic structure of the turbulence especially for coarse-grid

imulations. 

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) represents the

iener process, which can be modeled as 

	W = 

√ 

C 0 δε	t ξ, (16)

here the three components of ξ are independent standardized

aussian random variables. 

. Conditions for spray-flame interactions to be significant 

The study of various combustion modes for spray flames

as been pioneered by Chiu and co-workers [37,38] , and vari-

us regime diagrams for spray flames have been proposed [39] .

epending on the interspacing and the number density of the

roplets, spray flames can be classified as external sheath combus-

ion, external and internal group combustion, and single droplet

ombustion. More recently, regime diagrams for dilute spray con-

itions have been constructed to further distinguish between dif-

usion, premixed and partially premixed flames by introducing the

quivalence ratio as an additional dimension [40] . The focus of

he present study is on understanding the physical conditions un-

er which flame-droplet interactions, and with this, dispersion be-

omes important, thereby requiring modeling. 

Spray-flame interaction is primarily controlled by three compet-

ng physical processes: the transport of droplets, the rate of evapo-

ation, and the existence of a flame. The droplet transport in phys-

cal space is determined by the underlying turbulent flow field, as

ell as the forces exerted on the droplet such as drag or lift. The

ate of evaporation is affected by the heating rate provided by the

mbient condition of the carrier phase, in addition to the thermo-

hysical properties of the droplet. Finally, the existence of a flame

an be characterized by specific chemical time scales, such as the

gnition delay and flame propagation time. To adequately describe

hese processes, relevant physical scales are derived and summa-

ized in Table 1 . 
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τchem/τl
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Fig. 2. Conditions for flame-droplet interactions to be important for models to capture. The three reacting cases are also located in the diagram, labeled by their respective 

values of the two time-scale ratios. 

Table 1 

Characteristic physical scales for spray-flame interactions. The de- 

scription of the symbols and derivations are provided in the subse- 

quent text. 

Droplet relaxation time τp = 

1 
18 

ρl 

ρg 

d 2 p 
νg 

Droplet life time τd = 

9 Pr g 
4 ln (1+ B h ) τp 

Chemical time scale τchem = 1 / ̇ ω c 

Velocity scale U d 
Kolmogorov scales (time, length) τη = (ν/ε) 1 / 2 , η = (ν3 /ε) 1 / 4 

Integral scales (time, length) τl = l/u ′ , l 
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A prerequisite for significant flame-droplet interaction is the

oexistence of the flame and droplet for a significant amount of

ime. This physical argument suggests two criteria: (i) the lifetime

f a droplet ( τ d ) should be longer than the characteristic chemi-

al time scale ( τ chem 

); and (ii) the flame is thick enough to allow

or sufficient interaction time. The first criterion can be described

s τ d ≥ τ chem 

, and a similar time scale ratio has been employed

n [39,40] to distinguish between prevaporized spray flames and

hick flames. The second criterion can be described by a Damköh-

er number that is defined using the integral time scale and the

haracteristic chemical time scale, i.e., Da = τl /τchem 

, and the re-

uirement that Da ≤ 1 (i.e., a more distributed flame as opposed

o a thin flame). The two time-scale ratios, τ d / τ chem 

and τ chem 

/ τ l ,

re used to construct the regime diagram shown in Fig. 2 , where

chem 

is evaluated using the reaction rate ˙ ω C for progress variable

 . Consequently, the shaded area represents the parameter space

here flame-droplet interaction is expected to be significant. For

onditions outside the shaded region, effects of subgrid dispersion

re insignificant because the contact time between droplets and

he flame is negligible. 

The point (1,1) in Fig. 2 represents a critical point that deter-

ines the onset of flame-droplet interaction. For a hyperbola that

rosses this critical point, the following relation exists: 

τd 

τchem 

)
×

(
τchem 

τl 

)
= 

τd 

τl 

= 1 . (17) 

q. (17) suggests the existence of a critical Stokes number, St K,c 

i.e., St K = τp /τη), because the droplet lifetime τ d is related to the

roplet relaxation time τ p , and the integral time scale τ l is related
o the Kolmogorov time scale τη through the Reynolds number.

he formulation of this critical Stokes number is derived next. 

To estimate the droplet lifetime, we consider the limiting case

f the evaporation of a single droplet that is surrounded by a dif-

usion flame [41] 

d = 

ρl d 
2 
p 

8 ρg αg ln (1 + B h ) 
, (18) 

here αg is the thermal diffusivity of the gas phase. The Spalding

eat transfer number B h is calculated as 

 h = 

c p,m 

(T ∞ 

− T S ) 

L v 
, (19) 

here T ∞ 

is taken to be the flame temperature, T S is the surface

emperature of the droplet and is assumed to be the boiling point

emperature, and L v is the latent heat of evaporation as defined in

ection 2.2 . Note that the relation in Eq. (19) is based on ideal-

zed conditions for a singe droplet that is burning in quiescent air.

he heat transfer number B h is expected to be smaller when the

roplets are in the regime of group combustion, where the ma-

ority of the droplets are enclosed by an external flame and the

mbient temperature for an internal droplet could be cooler than

he flame temperature. In that case, the lifetime of a single droplet

d is expected to be longer, which is favorable for the occurrence

f flame-droplet interactions. For convective environments, addi-

ional correction factors for the Sherwood and Nusselt numbers

ave been introduced to improve the accuracy [42] , which can re-

uce the lifetime of droplets. These details are ignored in the fol-

owing derivation, as the purpose of Fig. 2 is to identify conditions

hat characterize the importance of spray-flame coupling. 

Assuming that all properties are constant, τ d is linearly related

o the relaxation time scale τ p through the following relation: 

d = 

9 P r g 

4 ln (1 + B h ) 
τp . (20) 

 similar relation was derived in [40] through the analysis of mass

ransfer. There, the Schmidt number was employed instead of the

randtl number and the Spalding mass transfer number B m 

was

mployed instead of the Spalding heat transfer number B . 
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Table 2 

Summary of the simulation configurations. The naming 

convention for each case follows the order of Reynolds 

number (Rxx), Stokes number (Sxx), and reaction condi- 

tions (‘H’ for hot, ‘C’ for cold). 

Case Reacting d p (μm) Re t St K 

I (R200S16C) No 80 200 16 

II (R200S16H) Yes 80 200 16 

III (R200S01C) No 20 200 1 

IV (R200S01H) Yes 20 200 1 

V (R50S08H) Yes 80 50 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. A schematic of the simulation configuration. 
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By invoking Kolmogorov’s hypothesis [43] , the Kolmogorov time

scale can then be related to the integral time scale as 

τl = τηRe 1 / 2 t , (21)

where Re t = u ′ l/ν, based on the width of the injection slot l = L

and the fluctuating velocity u ′ . According to Eq. (17) , by substitut-

ing τ d and τ l with Eqs. (18) and (21) , the critical Stokes number is

derived to be 

St K,c = 

4 Re 1 / 2 t ln (1 + B h ) 

9 P r g 
. (22)

Based on these derivations, the dashed lines in Fig. 2 denote char-

acteristic lines with constant Stokes numbers. Note that the flame-

droplet interaction is only expected along a sub-section of the iso-

Stokes-number lines. 

It should be mentioned that the necessity and effectiveness of

a dispersion model are tightly connected to the resolution of the

grid. A time scale corresponding to the cut-off scale 	 can be de-

fined as 

τ	 = (	2 /δε) 1 / 3 , (23)

using the resolved-scale dissipation rate δε that is defined in

Eq. (14b) . Based on this time scale, a subgrid-scale Stokes number

St SGS can be defined and related to St K as 

St SGS = 

τp 

τ	
∼ St K (η/ 	) 2 / 3 . (24)

In the DNS limit of η/ 	∼ 1, no subgrid dispersion model is re-

quired because the flow field is well resolved by the grid. For a

typical LES grid where η/ 	 < 1, St SGS is expected to be smaller

than St K , and a subgrid dispersion model is needed to recover the

influence of subgrid-scale stresses on the droplets. Eq. (24) shows

that with decreasing ratio η/ 	, the droplets become more suscep-

tible to the subgrid-scale fluctuations. In the case where a disper-

sion model is required and is expected to play a role, the flame-

droplet interactions described in Fig. 2 add to the complexity of

the sub-grid flow field, and modeling sub-grid dispersion becomes

more challenging due to the presence of a flame. 

Motivated by the regime diagram in Fig. 2 and the above dis-

cussion, three reacting conditions are identified for further investi-

gation in this study. These conditions are listed in Table 2 and la-

beled in Fig. 2 . The thermo-physical properties are evaluated based

on the respective conditions obtained during the simulation. The

cases with St K = 8 and 16 are within the interactive zone, while

the case with St K = 1 lies outside the interactive zone, simply be-

cause the lifetime of the droplet is too short compared to the

chemical time scale (i.e., τ chem 

/ τ d > 1). More details on the com-

putation and setup are provided in the next section. 

4. Computational setup 

Spray stagnation flames have been employed to study premixed

and nonpremixed flame structures, chemical kinetics for liquid fu-

els, and extinction/ignition behaviors since 1960s [44] . In particu-

lar, experimental evidence shows the existence of double-flames,
onsisting of a partially-premixed branch and a nonpremixed

ranch, when fuel spray is carried by air under fuel-rich condi-

ions [45] . As such, this flame represents an ideal configuration to

tudy spray-flame interactions. In this study, a three-dimensional

ounterflow turbulent spray flame is considered to examine the

erformance of the RDM dispersion model. The configuration fea-

ures a turbulent counterflow with two opposed square slots at a

eparation distance of L = 0 . 02 m, as shown in Fig. 3 . On the fuel

ide, which is at the bottom, pure air is injected with homoge-

eously distributed n-dodecane spray droplets at 800 K. The oxi-

izer side is composed of air at 800 K. Equal gas-phase mass flow

ates from the fuel side and the oxidizer side are prescribed, with

 mean velocity of 1 m/s. The flame is operated at atmospheric

ressure. The global strain rate based on the mean air flow veloc-

ty is 100 1/s, and the overall equivalence ratio is 5.22. Based on

he observations in [45] , such conditions facilitate the creation of

 double-flame structure. Additionally, the group number G p , de-

ned as G p = N t p d p /l c [46] , is computed to be approximately 19 for

ases II and V, and 311 for Case IV, based on the total number of

roplets N tp within a characteristic length scale l c that is taken to

e the streamwise domain length before the stagnation plane (i.e.,

 c = 0 . 75 L ). Therefore, all the reacting conditions fall in the group

ombustion regime where the point droplet assumption is valid, as

ndicated in Section 2.2 . The volume fraction of the droplets for all

ases is approximately 3.3 ×10 −4 , placing the spray in the dilute

uspension regime according to [47] so that droplet-droplet inter-

ctions can be ignored. 

A turbulent velocity profile is prescribed at the fuel side by

uperimposing a synthetic turbulence field over the mean injec-

ion velocity following Taylor’s hypothesis. Two turbulence levels

re considered, corresponding to turbulent Reynolds numbers of

e t = 50 and 200. The liquid fuel is injected by monodispersed

roplets. Two representative spray initial droplet diameters d p are

onsidered in this study, namely d p = 20 μm and d p = 80 μm, cor-

esponding to St K = 1 and 16 for Re t = 200 , respectively. The initial

elocity for the droplets is set to be the same as their underlying

arrier phase velocity. Neumann boundary conditions are imposed

n the outlet. 

Droplets with a diameter of 80 μm are expected to cross the

tagnation plane, such that the spray is not fully evaporated before

eaching the flame, which provides suitable conditions for study-

ng the influence of combustion on the dispersed-phase sub-grid

odels. Based on the injection velocity U j , it takes a fluid parcel

pproximately τl = L/ (2 U j ) = 10 ms to reach the stagnation plane. 

By changing Re t and St K , as summarized in Table 2 , the effects

f droplet dispersion, evaporation, and turbulence on the flame

tructure are examined. It should be noted that for all reacting
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Fig. 4. Instantaneous temperature field for Case R200S01H (left) and Case R200S16H (right). Droplets are represented by white scatters in both figures. The white contour 

corresponds to the line of stoichiometry. 

Fig. 5. PDF of droplet slip velocity obtained from a priori analysis for St K = 1 and 16, under inert and reacting conditions for (a) Case I: Re t = 200 , St K = 16 (cold), 

(b) Case II: Re t = 200 , St K = 16 (hot), (c) Case III: Re t = 200 , St K = 1 (cold), and (d) Case IV: Re t = 200 , St K = 1 (hot). 
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imulations, the FPV model, described in Section 2 , is used to ac-

ount for the effect of chemical reactions. For each of the five

ases listed in Table 2 , four simulations are performed, includ-

ng DNS, LES without any dispersion model (NOM), LES using a

implified Langevin model (SLM), and LES using RDM that is de-

eloped here. The DNS was conducted with a uniform mesh of

28 × 192 × 128 grid points. Two sets of LES are conducted, with

uccessively coarser grids. The finer LES (LES-F) employs a dynamic

magorinsky closure on a 64 × 96 × 64 grid, while the coarser sim-

lation (LES-C) employs a 32 × 48 × 32 grid. The cut-off scales for

oth meshes reside within the inertial range of the turbulence ki-

etic energy spectrum of the inflow turbulence, and a further re-
uction of the grid size pushes the cut-off scale to be in the neigh-

orhood of the integral scale. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. A priori analysis 

To avoid the complication of cumulative errors, an a priori anal-

sis of the slip velocity u s = u 

+ − u d is first conducted. The slip

elocity is employed in the evaluation of the drag force, hence it

irectly impacts the droplet dynamics and the two-way coupling

etween the gas and droplet phases. DNS of all five cases listed
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in Table 2 are first performed. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the

instantaneous mixture fraction and temperature contours for the

Cases R20 0S01H and R20 0S16H. The slip velocity is then evalu-

ated and averaged over the whole computational domain, and an

explicit box filter with homogeneous filter width 	 f = 8	DNS is

applied to the DNS field to obtain the filtered quantities that are

required by the models. It is noted that two distinctively differ-

ent flame structures are observed for Case R200S01H ( St K = 1 ) and

for Case R200S16H ( St K = 16 ). As shown in Fig. 4 , all droplets are

evaporated before they reach the flame for Case R200S01H, hence

there is no spray-flame interaction in this case and the spray dy-

namics is expected to be similar between the inert and reacting

cases. The flame is similar to a gas-phase counterflow diffusion

flame. In contrast, double-flames are observed for Case R200S16H

and Case R50S08H (not shown), where the first flame (fuel-side)

is a partially premixed flame and the second flame (oxidizer-side)

is a diffusion flame [17] . The majority of the droplets interact with

the first flame and continue to evaporate to form the second flame.

PDFs of the slip velocity are compared between DNS and the three

models in Fig. 5 , for the first four cases listed in Table 2 , as Case

R50S08H behaves similarly to Case R200S16H. For both the inert

and reacting DNS with St K = 1 ( Figs. 5 (c) and 5 (d)) the peak of the

PDF is close to zero, which confirms that the slip velocity is low

in flows with small St K . Droplets in this situation follow the car-

rier flow closely. For the case with St K = 16 ( Figs. 5 a and 5 (b)),

the peak of the PDF migrates to a larger value ( ∼ 1 m/s), because

the droplets are less responsive to the dynamics of the carrier flow

field at higher St K . 

In addition to the Stokes number, another factor that influ-

ences the droplet dynamics is combustion. Note that there is no

significant difference between the inert ( Fig. 5 (c)) and reacting
Fig. 6. PDF of droplet slip velocity obtained from a posteriori LES for St K = 1 and 16, und

II: Re t = 200 , St K = 16 (hot), (c) Case III: Re t = 200 , St K = 1 (cold), and (d) Case IV: Re t = 
ases ( Fig. 5 (d)) for St K = 1 because the droplets complete evap-

ration before interacting with the flame. In contrast, for St K =
6 , the spreading of P (| u s |) is larger for the reacting case com-

ared to the inert case, as shown in Figs. 5 (a) and 5 (b). Re-

all that a double-flame structure is observed in Fig. 4 for Case

200S16H, where droplets penetrate through the partially pre-

ixed flame and evaporation proceeds, providing fuel vapor to

upport the secondary flame. Flame-induced dilatation, particularly

n the partially premixed flame, causes an increase in droplet slip

elocity. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the different responses of Cases

20 0S01H and R20 0S16H reflect mainly their different droplet

ifetime. 

By comparing results between dispersion models and DNS, it is

bserved that the discrepancy is more significant for flows with

mall St K , where the slip velocity closely resembles the magni-

ude of the sub-grid fluctuations. There, ignoring the sub-grid dis-

ersion leads to over-predictions of the droplet slip velocity (e.g.,

ES-NOM). Both RDM and SLM provide improved predictions of

 s , which are in good agreement with DNS. With increasing St K ,

he trajectories of the droplets deviate from the instantaneous flow

eld due to increasing impact of the inertia. In this case, the ben-

fit of recovering the sub-grid velocity fluctuations is less signifi-

ant compared to that for smaller droplets. As a consequence, dis-

repancies among different modeling approaches are smaller for

ases with St K > 1 compared to those with St K ≤ 1. For the case

200S16H, RDM shows better agreement with the DNS results near

he peak, compared to SLM and NOM. 

It should be pointed out that the a priori analysis collects statis-

ics by evaluating the slip-velocity formulation from explicitly fil-

ering DNS. When cumulative effects and other modeling errors are

ntroduced, as is discussed next in Section 5.2 , the responses of the
er inert and reacting conditions for (a) Case I: Re t = 200 , St K = 16 (cold), (b) Case 

200 , St K = 1 (hot) using the LES-C grid (4 	DNS ). 
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Fig. 7. Mean profiles of Y C 12 H 26 
and temperature in the streamwise direction for R200S01H (left), R200S16H (middle), and R50S08H (right) using the LES-C grid (4 	DNS ). 
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odels might be different from what is observed in this section.

n addition, although SLM and RDM are effective in recovering the

ub-grid scale motion in the a priori analysis, the overall impact

n the flame characteristics is possible to be negligible for St K = 1 ,

ue to the short droplet lifetime as shown in Fig. 2 . On the con-

rary, for St K > 1, although the differences between models per time

tep are minor, the impact on the flame structure can be cumula-

ive considering the long droplet lifetime. 

.2. A posteriori simulations 

In this section, we consider the sub-grid influence on the dis-

ersed phase by applying the models that were introduced in

ection 2 to LES of the counterflow spray flame. The performance

f the models is analyzed for both inert and reacting conditions

isted in Table 2 . 

.2.1. Impact of the sub-grid dispersion on velocity and scalar fields 

Figure 6 shows P (| u s |) from the LES with different model-

ng approaches. For St K = 1 , the slip velocity is significantly over-

redicted without a sub-grid dispersion model. Deterioration in

he prediction of u s is observed with SLM, while good agreement

etween RDM and DNS is maintained in both the a priori and

 posteriori tests. The disagreement between SLM and DNS can

ossibly be attributed to the specification of a single turbulence

ime scale that is modeled using resolved turbulent kinetic en-

rgy and turbulent dissipation rate in SLM. In addition, turbulence

n the counterflow configuration is anisotropic with axisymmetric

wo-dimensional characteristics, as demonstrated in [36] . The SLM

odel assumes isotropic turbulence for the sub-grid scale, hence

annot recover the correct turbulence structure especially when

he grid is coarse compared to DNS. In contrast, no assumption

bout the nature of turbulence is made in RDM; it directly im-

roves the prediction near the cut-off scale, which can be partic-

larly effective for the target flame. To further understand the im-

act of the dispersion models on combustion, we show the mean

rofiles for fuel mass fraction Y C 12 H 26 
and temperature in Fig. 7 . No

istinguishable differences in temperature are observed for Case

200S01H between the results from LES with different modeling

pproaches and the DNS. The fuel mass fraction close to the inlet

 y/L = −0 . 5 ) is under-predicted by all modeling approaches, which

uggests that the rate of evaporation is under-predicted in LES.
ote that fuel droplets are fully evaporated before reaching the

ame in Case R200S01H. The spray flame is in the pre-vaporized

egime, as defined in Fig. 2 , so that the short droplet lifetime re-

ults in an insensitive model responses. 

In contrast to Case R200S01H, the cases where St K = 8 and

t K = 16 exhibit significantly different behaviors in the scalar fields

etween LES and DNS, as shown in Fig. 7 . Recall that Fig. 4 shows

hat droplets cross the stagnation plane, and the formation of a

ouble-flame structure is observed. The double-flame structure is

ot captured by the LES where the contribution of sub-grid dis-

ersion is insufficiently captured, as shown by the NOM and SLM

esults in Fig. 8 , and only the diffusion flame on the oxidizer side is

ormed. As a consequence, the fuel mass fraction is over-predicted

n the fuel side, which is confirmed in Fig. 7 . With the considera-

ion of sub-grid dispersion effects in RDM, the double-flame struc-

ure for Cases R200S16H and R50S08H is recovered. Note that the

eak temperature of the flame on the oxidizer side in Fig. 7 shows

etter agreement between DNS and LES of Case R50S08H com-

ared to Case R200S16H. This difference is a manifestation of the

urbulence-flame interaction. For the case with a smaller Reynolds

umber, hence smaller sub-grid fluctuation, the errors due to the

urbulent combustion models are less significant. 

When a finer mesh is employed in the LES (i.e., LES-F with

 	DNS ), all three models can recover the double-flame structure,

s demonstrated by the temperature and fuel mass fraction profiles

n Fig. 9 for the Case R200S16H. Turbulence fluctuations are better

esolved by the grid, and even NOM can correctly predict the flame

tructure. Comparing the results obtained from the coarse and fine

ES grids, it can be observed that recovering the sub-grid disper-

ion can have a direct impact on the prediction of flame structure,

nd RDM has a wider range of applicability in terms of mesh reso-

ution compared to the other two models. Since no distinct differ-

nces are observed for the well-resolved LES, the subsequent anal-

sis is applied to the coarse-grid LES only. 

.2.2. Dynamic interactions between droplets and carrier flow 

The differences in flame topology, as a result of sub-grid dis-

ersion models, are found to be caused by turbulence modulation

hrough the two-way mass, momentum and energy coupling. To

nvestigate the impact of the dispersed phase on the turbulence

uctuation, we show statistics related to the dispersed phase in

ig. 10 , where the streamwise profiles for droplet number density
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Fig. 8. Instantaneous mixture fraction and temperature field upon the onset of ignition of the fuel-side flame for case R200S16 using the LES-C grid (4 	DNS ). 

Fig. 9. Mean profiles of Y C 12 H 26 
and temperature in the streamwise direction for R200S16H using LES-F grid (2 	DNS ). 
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Fig. 10. Mean number density, turbulent kinetic energy profiles of the dispersed phase and turbulent kinetic energy profiles of the carrier phase in the streamwise direction 
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Fig. 11. Scatter plots of instantaneous evaporation source term for cases R200S16H, colored by droplet diameter, obtained using the LES-C grid (4 	DNS ). 
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g  

v  
 n ), the variance of the droplet velocity u d,i u d,i , and the gas-phase

urbulent kinetic energy (TKE) for different modeling approaches

re compared with DNS. Due to the heat release from the partially-

remixed flame, the droplet number density decays at a constant

ate in the DNS and in LES-RDM. For cases with NOM and SLM, the

bsence of the flame leads to an under-prediction of the droplet

vaporation. As a consequence, the droplet number density is over-

redicted from y/L = −0 . 5 to y/L = 0 . In LES-NOM, a decay of

 d,i u d,i along the streamwise direction is observed for both Cases

200S16H and R50S08H. A similar behavior is observed for LES-

LM, where a slight increase in u d,i u d,i is observed at y/L = 0 . 25

or the Case R200S16H. This leads to the improved prediction of

he peak temperature in Fig. 7 . Reasonably good agreement with

he DNS results is observed with LES-RDM, which indicates an im-

roved representation of the droplet motion by LES-RDM. 

As a consequence of the improved prediction of the dispersed

hase, the prediction of the carrier phase is also improved, due

o the consideration of two-way coupling. As reflected in the

as-phase turbulent kinetic energy, shown in Fig. 10 , LES-RDM

redicts comparable levels of carrier-phase TKE as DNS near the

artially premixed flame, whereas LES-NOM and LES-SLM both

nder-predict the turbulence for Cases R200S16H and R200S08H.

he scatter plot comparing the evaporation source term in Fig. 11

urther shows that the evaporation rates are also better predicted

y RDM in terms of magnitude and correlation with droplet di-

meters. This is because the evaporation source term is a func-

ion of the ambient temperature and fuel mass fraction that are

etermined by the droplet locations. The modifications in the

arrier-phase velocity and scalar fields eventually lead to the ap-

ropriate representation of the double-flame structures in the LES-

DM model. Note that u d,i u d,i in Case R50S08H is lower than in

ase R200S16H, as a result of the reduced Reynolds number of

he carrier flow. In contrast to the observed differences for Cases

200S16H and R50S08H, the statistical profiles are comparable for

ase R200S01H for all modeling approaches due to the insignifi-

ant flame-droplet interactions as described by the regime diagram

n Fig. 2 , which is consistent with the prediction from Fig. 7 . 

. Conclusions 

In this study, a deconvolution based sub-grid dispersion model

s developed to account for the impact of sub-grid momentum and

calar fluctuations on spray droplets. The performance of sub-grid

ispersion models under combustion conditions is studied through

 priori and a posteriori analyses of a counterflow turbulent

-dodecane spray flame. Three conditions with different Reynolds

umbers and droplet diameters are investigated, covering the lim-

ts of small and large Stokes numbers. The deconvolution-based

ub-grid dispersion model is constructed for velocity and scalars.

wo other popular closure models, namely a simplified Langevin
odel and a “dispersion-free” model, are also examined, and the

erformance of these models is compared. 

To understand the physical conditions that lead to strong flame-

roplet interactions, a regime diagram is constructed. Based on the

roposition, appreciable turbulence/spray interaction requires the 

ollowing conditions: 

• The lifetime of droplets has to be sufficiently long to en-

able the interaction with the flame, which is represented as

τd /τchem 

> 1 ; 

• The flame has to be sufficiently thick to allow for sufficient con-

tact time between droplets and flame, which requires 1 /Da =
τchem 

/τl > 1 . 

The regime diagram clearly shows that spray-flame interactions

equire consideration for the test cases with large Stokes number.

he tendency of spray-flame interactions is enhanced when spray

roplets exhibit group combustion behavior as in the test cases

tudied here. 

Both a priori and a posteriori analyses are conducted to test

he performance of the different modeling approaches for the sub-

rid dispersion, for both inert and reacting conditions. Through

 priori analysis, it is shown that RDM and SLM consistently out-

erform NOM in predicting the slip velocity, and differences be-

ween the models are more significant at smaller Stokes numbers.

n the a posteriori analyses, the differences in slip velocities be-

ween various LES models and DNS are insignificant for smaller

tokes numbers, because of the relatively short droplet lifetime un-

er these conditions. For droplets with large Stokes numbers, qual-

tative differences are observed in the flame topology; a double-

ame structure is predicted in DNS and is captured by LES-RDM,

owever, the fuel-side flame is not captured in LES-NOM and LES-

LM because these models cannot capture the nonlinear interac-

ions between evaporation, turbulence, and heat transfer. LES-RDM

s shown to recover the sub-grid statistics of the droplets, hence

odify the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrier-phase through

wo-way coupling. When the LES mesh is refined, all three models

an capture the double-flame structures. For the flames examined

n this work, the proposed RDM model can provide an improved

nd more robust closure to sub-grid dispersion when flames are

resent compared to the other two models. Future work includes

xtension of the RDM closure to application with unstructured

eshes, as well as to combustion conditions at higher turbulence

ntensities. 
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